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Getting Over Ourselves: Visions of an Exiled Prophet 
 
I was as befuddled by book of Revelations as next person. Example of ancient genre 
called “Apocalypse,” (other name of book) a form of writing with it’s own rules-
conventions, but always produced by an oppressed minority under thumb of a vicious 
Empire. All about subverting these powers. Not written to or for people in power. Why 
most ridiculous interpretations (Late Great Planet Earth, Left Behind) come from my 
demographic--white American males born in 20th Century. [LB series (sold 65 million) 
Jesus-followers return with Uzi’s to mow down infidels]  
 
Most accessible-inspiring parts are worship scenes that punctuate the book. So we’re 
going to start the year with a series on the first of these worship scenes Rev. 4 & 5  
  
Apocalypse has come to mean “an event of horrible destruction” but the word simply 
means “uncover” like “drawing back curtain.” 
 
The worship scenes in Revelations are a glimpse of what’s really going on 
“behind the scenes” when we worship.  
 
We know that what meets naked eye is only part of story. Always a “behind-the-
scenes” that’s more intense than our ordinary perceptions. Got a microscope as a 
kid: pricked finger for a drop of blood, put it on slide popped it under microscope. An 
entire world I didn’t know existed—red blood cells w/ a cell membrane, nucleus—each 
a little 02 transfer factory chugging away.  
 
Science is not the only tool for peering behind curtain. Religious traditions all include 
mystical revelations that attempt to do same with a different vocabulary and set of 
rules. You don’t have to be a mystic to experience a slight shift in your perceptions that 
give you a peek at the extraordinary behind the scenes of the ordinary.  
 
Example from Molly Morton FB post after our x-mas eve service:  

I guess I should have seen it coming, given my recent emotional streak, but I was 
surprised to find myself crying during our Christmas Eve service. I'm just going to 
chalk it up to the sweet, joyful children dancing in the aisle, or maybe it was 
knowing that our little sea of candlelight is one of many in churches lighting up 
the darkness tonight. Maybe it was seeing a beautiful little family that looked 
relieved, like maybe they just found their church home. Maybe it was my too-
cool-for-church daughter singing sweetly and earnestly, or the tired mamas with 
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their toddlers around their necks rocking and singing. Maybe it's seeing all these 
little things like tiny sparks of joy, and hope, and light. Light that the darkness 
couldn't/can't/won't overcome. Yeah, let's go with that, and not that I'm a basket-
case/or pregnant (I'm not). Merry Christmas  

[Molly Morton FB post] 
 
Worship can help us get over ourselves. (Word “ecstasy” means “to stand outside 
one’s self”.) Worship is the heart of Revelations. Series title: Getting Over Ourselves: 
Visions of an Exiled Prophet.  
 
With help of Eugene Peterson, whose book Reversed Thunder, is a terrific guide to the 
book of Revelations, let’s set this up.  
 
John has been exiled to the island of Patmos for his faith.  
 
John has a set of visions “On the Lord’s Day”—Sunday, the day of worship in Gentile 
churches of W. Turkey that he’s writing to. The first visions have to do with each of the 
seven churches. They will be read to these churches when they gather on the Lord’s 
Day.  
 
Following these prophecies to seven churches John has the first “behind the 
scenes” worship vision, Rev. 4-5. It’s spectacular and graphic, but it includes all the 
elements of the kind of things that happen when these small communities gather for 
worship—gathering to worship Jesus, teaching from the torah scrolls and apostolic 
writings, sharing sacred meal of bread and wine, singing.  
 
 
When we gather for worship, we’re actually joining in to this same worship that he 
saw. Like dipping our canoes into a stream of worship that’s been flowing before we 
got there and will continue when we pull the canoe back on shore.  
 
Knowing what’s happening “behind the scenes” intensifies our experience of worship.  
 
READ Rev. 4; summarize Rev. 5 [lamb who had been slain on the center of the 
throne, in turn surrounded by vast singing multitude] 
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Several elements to behind-scenes worship. Today, first of these: Worship RE-
CENTERS US. In worship, we have an opportunity to get over ourselves by re-
centering on Jesus. 
 
The throne is surrounded. By rainbow, the 24 elders, the four living creatures 
(representing all creatures), by singing multitudes.  
 
So the throne is situated in the center. And it’s center of attention. (Thunder-lightening 
issuing from throne make sure of that.)  
 
And at the center of the throne we find a lamb who was slain— vulnerable Jewish rabbi 
Jesus, Messiah, who has become the center of attention for these Gentile churches in 
W. Turkey.  
 
Word “throne” appears 16X in this worship scene. Once it refers to the thrones of the 
24 elders. All other references are to the throne of God (with the lamb who was slain at 
center of that throne) 
 
“throne” represents seat of power and responsibility to govern.  
To run things, order things, keep things together.  
 
I was a father of 2 by age 20. My part time job while going to School of Nursing, was 
working suicide prevention hotline. So I got acclimated early on to having a lot of 
responsibility.  
 
One of features of responsibility is vigilance—“on duty” keeping watch, keeping eye 
on things. This vigilance is symbolized in vision by seven blazing lamps/seven 
spirits; in ancient world lamps were conceived of as eyes (“eye is the lamp of the 
body”)  
 
Responsibility & the vigilance that comes with it can be very tiring. Not just tasks, but 
feeling of responsibility is a kind of work. (If you’ve ever had a job when you are “on 
call”—you might not be doing any tasks, but feel weight or responsibility, knowing you 
are responsible if “something comes up.”)  
 
The word itself—response-ability—if something happens, goes wrong, needs 
attention, it’s up to me to respond.  
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When you have responsibility—and we all do—it’s easy to fall into an illusion. The 
illusion is this: it’s ALL up to me. Everything depends on me. It’s ALL on my 
shoulders.  
 
Week after Nancy died, kids left one by one. Finally Grace, 19 flew back to D.C. for 
college. As I went to bed, I realized, oh, I need to take cell phone go dc with me (Nancy 
had always done that), have this teenage daughter in college needs to get hold of me. 
That’s when it hit me—I’m a single parent, it’s all on my shoulders now. And for a 
moment it felt like a crushing responsibility. But then I remembered, Oh, it’s not ALL 
on my shoulders. God is still God.  
 
We do carry responsibility. It’s part of being human in image of God (Of all the 
creatures, only humans have thrones)  
 
But of 16 mentions of throne, 15 refer to God’s throne. Even at our most responsible, 
we’re like Santa’s Little Helpers.  
 
Worship re-centers us by reminding us: we are not the center of the universe. We are 
not the hub that all the spokes of the wheel of fortune connect to. We are mortal flesh, 
made of dust. We have extreme limits. If we have responsibility, it’s always limited. 
 
Daily reminder of our limits is our need for sleep. For ¼ to a 1/3 of every day, we have 
to sleep, we have to check out. We can’t be on 24 hours a day and function. And while 
we sleep the universe keeps on going, without us. (Jesus has a parable: farmer sows 
seed, and while he sleeps, it sprouts, forms kernel in head…) 
 
We have a part to play but the whole thing doesn’t depend on us 
 
A beautiful image of the relationship between our responsibility and God’s 
responsibility. As the worship unfolds in the vision, the 24 elders get up off their 
thrones, take of their crowns, and lay them before the throne of God.  
 
They don’t throw their crowns away—like in the classic middle age crisis we’re tempted 
to do. But they get off their thrones while they are worshipping, and lay their crowns 
before God’s throne.  
 
That’s something we can do every time we worship. Wouldn’t it be great to bring 
physical signs-symbols of our responsibility with us, and during worship, lay them at 
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altar. Facilities manager carrying a ring full of keys, you’d lay those down. If parent of 
young kids, you’d lay the sleeping monitor down. If doctor, you’d lay white coat down. If 
your job involves a photo-ID, you’d lay that down. 
 
SILENT MEDITATION: To worship we have to engage our imagination. [Revelations 
stimulates imagination] 
 
I’ll Read Rev. 4: 9-11…place yourself in this scene. The throne represents 
responsibility, being in charge. Now try to picture some physical symbol that stands for 
kind of things you’re responsible for. [family-work-community]. Once that’s image is 
clear, picture yourself standing up, laying symbol @ God’s throne. 
 
  


